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Small Activities and Stations: 
 
Tagging Monarchs is a time honored fall activity. Most programs are monitored through     

Monarch Watch, from the University of Kansas—Lawrence, with Dr. Orley 
“Chip”  Taylor. Information can be found on www.monarchwatch.org. Many 
classrooms and citizen science groups also track the northern and southern  
migration through www.jnorth.org, in which the first monarch spotted of ei-
ther spring or fall can be entered into a nationwide database, and on weekly        
updated maps. 

 
Begin an in-house emigration of monarchs with rings and small stickers. Print  monarchs on 
clear acetate. Punch small holes near the body of the butterfly and insert a small piece of pipe 
cleaner to create a ring. Following the proper tag placement “in which the tag is placed over the 
large, mitten shaped cell (discal cell) on the underside of the hindwing of the monarch,” fly the 
rings around and around and invent new places for the monarchs to go. 
 Idea forwarded from David Walker, Oklahoma City Zoo and Botanical Gardens,       
Regional AZA conference hosted by the Kansas City Zoo, March 2005. 
http://www.butterflyrecovery.org/education/docs/BFCI_OutreachWSFull.pdf  
 
 
Morpho butterflies, among other species demonstrate iridescent scales in a magnificent way. By 

tilting these butterflies away from all light sources, the apparent color on the 
scales disappears. Tropical species such as the Emerald Banded Peacock will 
also reflect strong colors from the curved scales on the wings. Native species 
with iridescent colors are the pipevine swallowtail and the red spotted purple. 
Color on scales can also come from pigment, when the scale itself is colored, 
and will remain the same color whether in direct light or not. 
 

Iridescent colors can be seen on bubbles, which everyone has seen and is familiar with on a day 
to day basis. Placing a variety of mounted butterflies out, and allowing guests to use the natural 
light, or indoor lighting to see the reflected or colored scales is a personal discovery each visitor 
will enjoy. The Butterfly Alphabet, by Kjell Sandved, also illustrates pigment and iridescent  
colored scales. 
 
 
Even the youngest audiences can learn and appreciate the scientific terms of insect anatomy. If 

presented in a slow and fun manner, connecting each term to an actual item, 
children enjoy creating their own butterflies with simple-to-create puzzles 
 

 



Fun foam can be used as an easy medium to cut small pieces for the butterfly and its basic    
anatomical features: four wings, head, thorax, and abdomen, and a curled proboscis. Pieces are 
selected from the storage bag, one at a time and discussed while being placed. Many new      
butterflies are created during the course of this lesson, depending on how many children are  
allowed to create their own design. 
 
Metamorphosis is a common piece of every classroom’s butterfly unit or facility’s butterfly 

event. Specimen samples from each stage brings home the reality of the size 
and fragility of each growth period. Eggs, larvae, chrysalides, and adults, have 
a large range of sizes, shapes, and colors. Examples of chrysalides next to    
cocoons completely erases any misconceptions surrounding the two pupae.  
 
Vials and floral tubes transform to containers for the biofacts of each stage’s 
samples.  

 
Life cycles are a popular features of many butterfly crafts. Pasta can serve as a substitute for the 
four stages of metamorphosis. Acini de pepe, couscous, or orzo stand in for eggs. Curly pasta, 
like Shirley Temple curls, become segmented caterpillars. Shells are an easy substitute for 
pupa. Bowtie pasta can become butterflies. Small twigs, markers, and construction paper, add 
the details to make each little piece real for young crafters.  
 
Adaptations like insect mouths are as various as the insects who use them. Nectaring, suck,   

sopping, chewing, and biting are but a few of the methods  insects utilize to 
give themselves nutrition.  
 
Household tools can represent mouths, and simple other objects become the 
food itself to be chewed, sopped, or sucked.  
  
Station One: pipettes or crazy straws, sponge, cups with lid to allow for only 

the pipette to enter, red water in cups; sign reading -- Which tool will suck nectar best? What 
insects suck nectar? butterflies, bees, and moths 
 
Station Two: pliers (to be held sideways), straws, lettuce leaves; sign reading – Which tool tears 
the leaf for chewing? What insects tear leaves to eat? caterpillars, beetles  
 
Station Three: eyedroppers, pliers, cups of yellow water; sign reading -- Which tool draws up 
the liquid? What insects pierce and draw up liquid? mosquitoes 
 
Station Four: sponge, straws, green water in cups; sign reading – Which tool will soak up the 
water? What insects sop up their nutrients? house fly 
 

Insects use antennae to detect food, find their home, find a mate, distinguish a 
place to lay eggs, escape predation or threats. They can also be used  in greeting. 
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Mock antennae can be made from rubber finger tips and pipe cleaners. One small slice through 
the rounded end of the tip will serve to hold the pipe cleaner in place. Using the metal,           
fiber-less tip of the pipe cleaners, scrape along various textured items like sandpaper, carpet 
squares, plastic mats, etc. the vibrations felt through the pipe cleaner alert the use to the changes 
in surfaces. 
 
Just as a child can pretend to be a fire fighter, a teacher, or an astronaut, encourage new            

entomologists. Working with small insect all day long, for nature based        
facilities or large companies can fill the right person with a continually     
evolving sense of wonder and constant intrigue. 
 
Children can become miniature lab assistants with a few tables of the right  
materials. Start with large and small clear deli style tubs, easy to open and 

close. Critter Keepers can serve the same capacity. Fill some containers, or have available dry 
oats, coir, and paper towels to support the plastic insects that will be included. Plastic ants can 
be combined with rice, to offer the ants several “larvae.” Cotton balls can serve as spider egg 
sacs.  
 
“Food” can be supplied through real bananas and apples, given a beginning cut of halves or   
quarters, with plastic knives for the children to trim off small pieces to feed their new charges. 
Artificial flowers are also handy. Supplies like spray bottles, tweezers, small nets, gardening 
gloves, and magnifying glasses add the reality children want. Do not hesitate to include         
butterfly wings, Styrofoam blocks, and insect mounting pins for children to practice mounting 
insects for display.  
 
Bug Bits: 

Camouflage: Scrapbook paper now comes in lots of environment patterns, and    
plastic bugs will camouflage or stand out while on the paper. Read How to Hide a 
Butterfly by Ruth Heller as a perfect compliment. 
 
 
Tarantula webs: Webbing from tarantulas are strong enough to be placed within 
cross stitch hoops and stretched. Light skimming across the surface will allow    
children a chance to feel the stickiness of the web, long after it has been collected. 
 
Pollination and Cheese Corn: Fill a tall container with cheese corn, or some other 
cheese snack food. Toss in and shake around pieces of wrapped candy.  
One child’s hand now goes into the container and searches for the candy. When the 
hand emerges it can be said it is covered with “pollen”/cheese powder. The candy 
now represents the nectar, the original target, and the tall container has now       
transformed to be a flower. 

 
Word Games: A popular game for adults to complete while waiting for their children 
can be set up with minimal supplies and expense. Select one word or short phrase, 
and ask people to supply as many words as possible using only the letters from the 
original phrase.  “Lampyridae” and “nocturnal” offers chances to add the science 
vocabulary of the general public as well.  



Venus Fly Traps: Old gloves and half of a sock create one of the best games two 
people can play. Put on the gloves, and adults sizes on small children are best. The 
one-half sock anchors the wrists together, and the palms of each hand must face 
each other. In this pose, the catcher now resembles the Venus Flytrap, with the 
flower open and ready to catch small plastic flies, as thrown by the second person. 
Flies that are caught must be “eaten” with great gusto and lots of noise. 
 
Count to 100: Firefly females lay 100 at a time. A very successful way to illustrate 
this is by borrowing from the popular classroom project, and collect 100 things. Do 
100 pennies stretch as far end to end as 100 tongue depressors? How many kids   
laying head to foot equal 100 straws? Do 100 bird seeds weigh as much as 100    

cotton balls? 
 

 Beetle McGrady Eats Bugs! Megan Mcdonald  
 Butterflies in the Garden. Carol Lerner. 
 Butterfly Alphabet. Kjell B. Sandved 
 Gotta Go, Gotta Go. Sam Swope 
 How to Hide a Butterfly. Ruth Heller. 
 Insect Metamorphosis. Nancy and Ron Goor. 
 Insects are My Life. Megan Mcdonald. 
 A Place for Butterflies. Melissa Stewart. 



Story of a Butterfly 
text to accompany  
Butterfly in a Bag 

 
Ask children about the butterfly facts and information they have learned. Use the Butterfly In a 
Bag set to tell a story about the life cycle. Students can assist with the molting. Use the correct 
vocabulary, and be ready to go with simple explanations. Caterpillar stages can be adjusted   
according to your presentation style.  
 
We are going to pretend this is an egg from a butterfly. What other animals do you know that 
lay eggs? What have you seen that is like an egg? 
 
The caterpillar hatches from the egg in three days after being laid, then eats the egg shell as its 
first meal.  The caterpillar is very small. What other words do you know that mean “small”? 
What might this taste like? 
It eats with a tiny voice like this…..  
Have the children mimic or echo the same volume. 
 
The young caterpillar eats until it is too tight for its skin. Then its skin splits and the new skin 
from underneath fits just right. How would it feel to take off your skin? 
Compare this caterpillar to the first. 
 
This period of the second caterpillar’s growth is a little longer.  
What are these dots on its head? How many eyes do you have? Let’s count these eyes. 
It is a little bigger, so it sounds like this when it eats, in a quiet talking voice…..  
The young caterpillar eats until it is too tight for its skin. Then its skin splits and the new skin 
from underneath fits just right. Compare the second skin to the third instar. 
 
Third instar allows for discussion of the six legs like all insects, and the other legs, called     
prolegs, which help the caterpillar to stay on the stem or leaf when eating. The volume for this 
eater is regular indoor voice. Compare the fourth instar to the third molt.  
 
Fourth instar allows for clarifying what caterpillars eat, not  macaroni and cheese, but the      
favorite leaves only. What might the leaves smell like? This volume is very loud when eating. 
 
Compare this fifth instar to the first, and exclaim at the increase in size! And this only took a 
couple weeks! Fifth instar allows for the deepest, biggest voice the presenter can accomplish. 
Ask if this is how real caterpillars sound. Also ask for other words that mean “big.” 
 
The chrysalis piece gives the opportunity to compare the  absence of eyes, legs, mouth, and the 
silence of the stage of life.  
As they wait for the emergence, children generally become quieter in anticipation. 
Then it becomes a butterfly.  When the piece is pulled from the chrysalis, catch it while still 
folded around itself, ... 
 



….. and hold up to audience as though is it a great thing. Be puzzled at the appearance of this 
thing folded around itself, resembling nothing like a butterfly. Then “remember” to pump up 
the wings by shaking and spreading the wings.  
 
Review what were the living things we discussed:  
caterpillars, plants, butterfly 
 
Metamorphosis Dramatic Play         
 After you have discussed metamorphosis, most children need a break to get some      
energy out.  

 
Be a butterfly egg: (child can curl up, hiding head) 
 being very still and as small as possible 
Be a caterpillar   child can hold arms at sides 
 wiggling in an egg                nibbling a hole in the egg 
 crawling out of the egg        munching on a leaf 
 hiding from a bird                 playing dead 
 molting                                 becoming a chrysalis 
Be a chrysalis child can put hands together overhead and pretend to hang from an object 
 wiggling and gyrating as a newly formed chrysalis 
 hanging motionless 
Be a butterfly   child can flutter arms or wave scarves 
 hatching from a chrysalis        sipping nectar 
 grabbing onto a branch           at rest      (wings over head) 
 pumping wings full of blood    drying wings  
 tasting food   (use the feet) 
 Flying: darting, sailing gently, bobbing frenetically, zipping up and down, making tiny 
circles  




